Down The Clown - Super Cheat Sensor Install Guide
Please read through the entire guide before installing. Make sure all
parts shown below are present before beginning. If you have any
questions contact ICE Service Department at (716) 759-0360 Monday
through Friday 8:30am to 6:00pm Eastern Standard Time.
AC Power to the game must be off before installing this kit. Failure to do
so could damage your kit or the game and will void the warranty.

UPDATEBLSENSOR part should include:
BL2056LX HARNESS (CHEAT SENSOR TRANSMITTER)
BL2058LX HARNESS (CHEAT SENSOR RECEIVER)
BL3122X
ASY (DRILL TEMPLATE FIXTURE)
BL1018X
Long sensor bar - CHEAT SENSOR RECEIVER
BL1017X
Short sensor bar - CHEAT SENSOR TRANSIMITTER
MJ2040X
Cheat Sensor Main Board assembly
One bag of A0655 screws (Between 8 to 10)

Step 1: Remove the ball game cover from the cabinet.

Step 2: Position the drill block guide included with your kit to drill the mounting holes and wiring through
hole. Only the right side shown below has both holes drilled (mounting and harness). The left side only drill
the mount hole. The drill block guide is flipped over for the other side. Use 7/64 drill bit on all holes first.
Open the wiring through hole on the right side only using a 3/4” paddle bit.
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Step 3: Drop the receiver harness from the top at the front, right of the game. There will be a hole already
present to allow the cage bolts to be installed. Secure using wire Tie and A0655 screw.

Step 4: Position the ball gate cover so that you can plug the sensor bar ‘s harness through the wiring hole
you drilled. Connect the sensor bar’s harness to the receiver harness. Reattach ball gate cover to the cabinet.

Step 5: Attach the sensor bar first by using two A0655 Square drive screws to the outside holes (you drilled
the pilot holes in step 2. Then use two more A0655 Square drive screws to the center two holes of the sensor
bar. You should not need to pre-drill pilot holes for the center two holes.

Step 6: Mount the cheat sensor controller board to the right side of the
cabinet through the front of the cabinet using four A0655 square drive
screws.
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Step 7: Connect the receiver harness J1 (from the
sensor bar) to J1 of the cheat sensor controller.
Connect connector J4 to the cheat sensor controller.
Then plug the transmitter harness into J2. Run the
other end to the back, left of the cabinet.
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Then plug connector J26 to the games’ main board J26
(unplugging the old cheat sensor harness).

Step 8: At the top shelf, remove the four middle screws holding the
hinge to the clown shelf. DO NOT REMOVE THE END SCREWS!!!!

Step 9: Mount the transmitter bar under the upper clown shelf
securing it with the screws you removed in the previous step.

Step 10: Run harness from bottom back, up the right side and connect to the transmitter bar..
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...WIRE RUN...

Step 10: Connect the transmitter bar to the
transmitter bar harness..

